2018 New York City Science and Engineering Fair - COMPLETE PARTICIPANT LIST

The New York City Science and Engineering Fair (NYCSEF), sponsored by the New York City Department of Education (NYCDOE) and the City University of New York (CUNY) / Office of Academic Affairs, is the city's largest high school research competition. Approximately 700 students from around the city submitted applications to the 2018 NYCSEF for a chance to compete for a variety of cash and prizes including an all-expense trip to Philadelphia, PA representing New York City at the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF). This year's Preliminary Round was held on Sunday, March 4, 2018 at The City College of New York (Manhattan). The top 25 - 30 percent of student researchers from each subject category were selected to participate in the Finals Round on Tuesday, March 20, 2018 at the American Museum of Natural History. All award winners, including the names of the thirteen projects selected to represent NYC at the International Science and Engineering Fair in May as well as approximately 220 other award winners were announced at the NYCSEF Awards Ceremony on March 26, 2018 at Tribeca Performing Arts Center at the Borough of Manhattan Community College. The names of all of this year's participants are listed below. Congratulations to all of this year's participants and award recipients.

For more information about NYCSEF, please visit nycsef.cuny.edu.

Samuel Bogdanov (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Jake Moreh (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Cameron Woo (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Commack High School
Matthew Damiata (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Alexis Davitashvili (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Bronx Center for Science & Mathematics, The

Admir Basic (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Environmental Education Advisory Council

Johan Contin (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Environmental Education Advisory Council

Limon Miah (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Genspace
NYCSEF Third Award

Batoul Saad (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ESSA_NYC
NYCSEF Third Award

Michael Torres (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Genspace
NYCSEF Third Award

Bronx

Bronx High School of Science
Maxwell Allison (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Alexandria Ang (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Uma Balachandran (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Arjeta Balidemaj (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Philippe Baron (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Sofia Burton (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Kuan Cao (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

David Carter (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Andrea Chan (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Christina Chan (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tainon Chen (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Alison Cheung (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jennifer Cheung (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Alexander Chiu (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Gali Davar (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nina Nina Ferrari-Bridgers (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

William Guo (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Annie Gupta (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Mary Hripcsak (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Myron Huang (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Nusrath Jahan (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Elizabeth Jung (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jenna Jung (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Swaran Kalva (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Romir Karnik (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Daniel Lam (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
Louis Lebow (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Angela Liew (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Haina Lu (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Sanweda Mahagabin (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Anushka Malik (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rachel Markowitz (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mateo Massey (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ryoha Mitsuya (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Khandaker Momataz (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Brandon Ng (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

David Ologan (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Crystal Park (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Maya Parness (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Raichel Philip (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Maximilian Porlein (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Talia Protos (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Justin Qi (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Farhan Rahman (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Aisha Saleem (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Theodore Sandler (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

Sinekda Sarkar (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Gaurav Sharma (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarah Shetty (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Rebecca Singer (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Natasha Stamler (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Jessica Su (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Mu Alpha Theta
NYCSEF Third Award
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Rachel Sue (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Wataru Takada (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Eileen Tan (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Stephanie Tseng (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Kathryn Varghese (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Annie Wang (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Lantis Wang (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nicole Wang (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kelly Wei (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

David Weisberg (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Batya Wiener (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Morgan Witt (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Meijun Yin (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Vera Zarubin (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Caroline Zeng (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Genspace
NYCSEF First Award

Jialin Zhuo (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Ethical Culture Fieldston School

Kevin Huang (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
Stockholm Junior Water Prize

Horace Mann High School

Richard Han (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist - Second Alternate
NYCSEF First Award

Ari Moscona-Skolnik (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award
Society for In Vitro Biology

Jeren Wei (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist - Second Alternate
NYCSEF First Award

Brian Wu (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NASA Earth System Science Award
NYCSEF First Award

Brooklyn

Al Noor School
Tasneem Ibrahim (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Brooklyn Latin School, The

Tricia Marchese (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Meteorological Society
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NYCSEF Third Award

Brooklyn Technical High School

Tahmid Ahmed (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jiali Chen (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Simon Hong (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Meteorological Society
NYCSEF Third Award
US Air Force

Mikayla Hutchinson (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Harpreet Kaur (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tiffany Lam (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Association for Women Geoscientists
NYCSEF First Award

Mei Lee (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
Stockholm Junior Water Prize

Ange Louis (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Claudia Maletti (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

David Peng (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Meteorological Society
NYCSEF Third Award
US Air Force

Asma Sadia (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Stavroula Sartzetakis (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Divya Shah (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Nimra Shakoor (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Britney Singh (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yiting Su (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Raisha Waller (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Calvin Wang (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Meteorological Society
NYCSEF Third Award
US Air Force

Annie Wen (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

David Witdorchic (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Joyce Zhang (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ye Cheng Zheng (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Edward R. Murrow High School

Dea Abzhandadze (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Farhana Akther (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Genspace
NYCSEF Second Award

Emily Beregovich (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Maddy Cahill (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Angela Chen (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ze Qin Chen (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rebekah Gandy (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarah Geiz (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Isabel Geller (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Norma Hernandez (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Flavia Hinojosa (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Caroline Klewinowski (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Alana Leeds (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Teresa Li (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Chen Lin (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Qinyi Mei (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Sydney Mina (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Vanessa Mino (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anna Moore (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mosammat Muna (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Elise Pereira (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Hajra Rasul (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Arianna Reyes (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Angela Sirotenko (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Hannah Towle (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Any Wu (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
ESSA_NYC

Eliza Xiong (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Maleeka Zainab (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Pansy Zhao (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Fontbonne Hall Academy

Teressa Martinelli (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kristina Scarfo (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Magen David Yeshiva High School

David Salameh (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Midwood High School @ Brooklyn College

Noran Abo-Donia (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rafaella Bruzual (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Linda Chen (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Joyce Chow (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jennifer Duong (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
NYCSEF Third Award

Sarah Elmosbah (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Hafsa Fatima (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Ellen Gyulbudaghyan (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)

Judy Huang (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award
NYCSEF Second Award

Calvin Huynh (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Saba Iqbal (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

hebah jihad (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Elizabeth Joseph (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Shanjida Kamal (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sabina Kubayeva (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Albina Kukic (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Psychological Association
NYCSEF Second Award
Ivy Li (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Beien Lin (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
Stockholm Junior Water Prize

Wendy Lliguichuzhca (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Psychological Association
NYCSEF Second Award

Shawal Malik (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kathy Mania (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
Stockholm Junior Water Prize

Naila Mirza (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rana Mohamed (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
Yale Science and Engineering Association

Christina Ng (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Benjamin Nguyen (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Katie Nikishina (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Emily Orman (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Soanne Saint Victor (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Aushna Saleem (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Alma Samarxhiu (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Vincent Wang (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Meimei Weng (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award
NYCSEF Second Award

Jessie Zheng (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Michelle Zinger (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Packer Collegiate Institute

Aidan Abdulali (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Audrey Aberg (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kali Blain (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jasper Covey (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarah DeSouza (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nigel Jaffe (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Isabella Jansen (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Joseph Petrini (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Joseph Whaley Aboaf (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Poly Prep Country Day School

Gabriel Cannavo (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Urban Assembly New York Harbor High School

Christopher Bell (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Matthew Chiu (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
ESSA_NYC
Michael G. Mann Award
NYCSEF Third Award

Esmilda Queiro (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nicholas Ring (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
Ricoh Americas Corporation

Nailea Rodriguez (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Isabella Torres (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yeshiva Darchei Eres

Moshe Kabariti (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Manhattan

Avenues: The World School

Lindsey Chu (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
NYCSEF First Award
Ying Scholars Award

Columbia Grammar and Prep School

Bitian Yuan (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NASA Earth System Science Award
NYCSEF First Award

Dalton School

Eeshan Tripathii (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
21 Symposium Award
ISEF Finalist
NASA Earth System Science Award
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Kevin Won (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Fiorello H. LaGuardia High School of Music & Art and Performing Arts

Steven Zakirov (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

High School for Health Professions & Human Services

Mahmuda Ahmed (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Jaharutul Fariah (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nusrat Mahajabin (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>School</th>
<th>Science Category</th>
<th>Awards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yeasha Rahman</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Animal Sciences</td>
<td>NYCSEF Second Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Reynoso</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Animal Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Reynoso</td>
<td>NYCSEF Third Award</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razna Ahmed</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>Cellular &amp; Molecular Biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Reynoso</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>Cellular &amp; Molecular Biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy Aun</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>Cellular &amp; Molecular Biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatema Begum</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>Cellular &amp; Molecular Biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naemal Bhatti</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Behavioral-Neuroscience</td>
<td>NYCSEF Second Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Fajardo</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Microbiology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Fajardo</td>
<td>NYCSEF Second Award</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alenor Goodman</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Cellular &amp; Molecular Biology</td>
<td>Genesis Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Gurung</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Cellular &amp; Molecular Biology</td>
<td>Genesis Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Gurung</td>
<td>NYCSEF Third Award</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Ha</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Behavioral-Neuroscience</td>
<td>Genesis Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savanna Hang</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Cellular &amp; Molecular Biology</td>
<td>Genesis Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savanna Hang</td>
<td>NYCSEF Third Award</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah Jeremie</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Lin</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>Behavioral-Sociology &amp; Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Murphy</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Frank W. and Jan J. Stahl Memorial Award for Technical Excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Murphy</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Frank W. and Jan J. Stahl Memorial Award for Technical Excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Navy and Marine Corps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kadeem Whyte</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Cellular &amp; Molecular Biology</td>
<td>Genesis Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Xia</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant</td>
<td>Behavioral-Sociology &amp; Psychology</td>
<td>Genesis Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Xia</td>
<td>NYCSEF Third Award</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter College High School</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Abrams</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>NYCSEF First Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Bose-Roy</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>ISEF Finalist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Vishudhi Chandrasekhar</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Medicine &amp; Health Sciences</td>
<td>Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prithi Chakrapani</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Animal Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prithi Chakrapani</td>
<td>NYCSEF Second Award</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Chen</td>
<td>NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Genesis Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Chen</td>
<td>NYCSEF Second Award</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Samantha Chen (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Brendon Choy (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Alina Davydov (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Joya Debi (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Andrey Dubovskiy (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Frank W. and Jan J. Stahl Memorial Award for Technical Excellence
ISEF Finalist - First Alternate
NYCSEF First Award

Ari Firester (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
ISEF Finalist
Michael G. Mann Award
NYCSEF First Award
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards
Stockholm Junior Water Prize

Maria Geogdzhayeva (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NASA Earth System Science Award
NYCSEF Second Award

Brian Huang (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Shubh Khanna (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jaeh Kim (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
ESSA_NYC

Jaejeong Kim (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
ESSA_NYC

Katia Kovrizhkin (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Helen Lyons (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
Environmental Quest
NYCSEF First Award
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Abishrant Panday (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
NYCSEF Second Award

Sabrina Reguyal (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
NYCSEF Second Award

Thomas Schmitt (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nicholas Servedio (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Myla Walker (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Alexandra Wong (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Institute for Collaborative Education

Alexander Donowitz (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award
US Navy and Marine Corps

Eva Schulz (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Phoebe Yates (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Isabel Yehya (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

Manhattan Center for Science & Mathematics

Shinelle Black (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Don-Gerard Conde (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Samin Jahan (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Md Rahman (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Fatou Waggeh (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

New Explorations in Science, Technology, Math H School

Han Teng Li (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Spence School

Nicole Dagen (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Hanna Yip (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Stuyvesant High School

Shayan Chowdhury (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jenny Gao (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Brian Isakov (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

James Ko (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Thomas Lee (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Arpita Nag (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Han Namgoong (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Manjit Singh (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Gillian Sutliff (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Young Women’s Leadership School - Harlem

Keylen Lucero (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ESSA_NYC
NYCSEF Third Award

Gissel Raya (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ESSA_NYC
NYCSEF Third Award

Queens

Archbishop Molloy High School
Gabriella Ali (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Jessica Antal (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Daniel Babat (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sonalia Balli (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Brittany Germain (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Samantha Madray (Behavioral-Neuroscience)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Adam Reyes (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Marco Vittozzi (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Benjamin N. Cardozo High School

Solomon Chang (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award

Anisha Varghese (Behavioral-Neuroscience)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ego Wong (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Forest Hills High School

Bhojranie Brahmanand (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Arnald Gonzales (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Oniah Hassan (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Aditi Lama (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Louis Liendo (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nika Nunez (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Huda Rahman (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ninamma Rai (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Arya Ramkumar (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Asianna Sample (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Dayna Saywack (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Michael Stawski (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Roxanne Tanenbaum (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Michelle Yusupov (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mazal Yusupova (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Francis Lewis High School

Rafi Abdullah (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Zain Ahmed (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award

Ramisa Alam (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tasneem Alam (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Naila Ali (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Trina Alimi (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nathalie Arbelaez (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Belinda Basdeo (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Rose Berkovski (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mohammed Bhuiyan (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Magda Bruszewski (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jeron Chacko (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Acacia Chai (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nicholas Chai (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Sarah Chaudhary (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Jenny Chen (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Evelyn Choong (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Donia Choudhry (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anastasia Dakis (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Haiyue Deng (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award

Rebecca Dowlatram (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Ginikachukwu Egonu (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nada Eldeeb (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mohamed Elroubi (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Asli Erem (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Mehrin Faija (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jonathan Gideon (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Rowan Gouda (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Zhenhua Guo (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Noel Guzman (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anzila Haris (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rabya Hassni (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Melissa Herrera (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Camellia Huang (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Clara Huang (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Judy Huang (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Naseerah Juman (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

William Kandinov (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ariana Katz (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Manpreet Kaur (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mehak Kazi (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Nicole Kemmet (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Burhaan Khan (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Fahima Khan (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rafay Khan (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
US Metric Association

Donghwan Kim (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Ivy Kim (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Jasmine Kwok (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Elaine Lai (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sunwoo Lee (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Janet Li (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
Tony Lin (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yi Wei Lin (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Amanda Ma (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Giancarlo Mainardi (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Igor Martiniouk (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

David Matatov Matatov (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tanjina Motaleb (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

US Metric Association

Jonathan Mulligan (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Haris Music (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

NYCSEF Third Award

Thumyat Noe (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

NYCSEF First Award

Michael Norinskiy (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

NYCSEF First Award

Hannah Okner (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Danielle Orgad (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Eunice Park (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

NYCSEF Second Award

Neha Patel (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Prashan Peramunage (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anthony Persaud (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Laura Pham (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Farjana Rahman (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Naveera Rahman (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

NYCSEF Third Award

US Metric Association

saima rahman (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Vashma Ramdass (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

NYCSEF Third Award

Amanda Reach (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Zachary Roopa (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

ASU Walton Sustainability Solutions Initiatives

NYCSEF Third Award

Esther Rubinova (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Nathalie Segarra-Valle (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Roban Shabbir (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mohammad Shazeb (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Matthew Shinh (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Hamza Siddiqui (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ASU Walton Sustainability Solutions Initiatives
NYCSEF Third Award

Pritpaul Singh (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarah Singh (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Nicole Smith (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ben Tan (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Ariana Thakurdyal (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rashi Tiwari (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Vivian Tonnu (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Evelyn Vasquez (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

May Vo (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jessica Wade (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Annie Xu (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kelly Xu (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mark Yagudayev (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Sunayra Zaman (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Maggie Zhang (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shuotong Zhang (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Helen Zhao (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ashley Zheng (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Evelyn Zheng (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Linda Zhou (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jean Zion (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

John Bowne High School
Adila Bhatti (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Mishal Bhatti (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anupama Biswas (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Christopher Chan (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Jiale Chen (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award

Kevin Chen (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ryan Cho (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Michele Chong (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jolie Demera (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nancy Dong (Environmental & Earth Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Annie He (Environmental & Earth Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Samual Hee (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Winnie Huang (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shompa Islam (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mike Jiang (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Abdul Ka (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Laila Khan (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Christina Lee (Environmental & Earth Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nancy Li (Behavioral-Neuroscience)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yingyi Liang (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Leah Naraine (Environmental & Earth Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Luvinder Nijjer (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Ansel Parrado (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Fahad Quraishy (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jaskaran Saini (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kazi Shadman (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Winni Wang (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jiajia Wu (Environmental & Earth Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Samantha Zavala (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Amanda Zhang (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jing Zheng (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Queens High School for Sciences @ York College

Daniella Acobo (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sanurag Barobhuiya (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Debolina Chanda (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Joseph Chen (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Con Edison
NYCSEF Second Award

Kevin Chen (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Jasmine Chiou (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Chelsea Goberdhan (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Hafsa Haque (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jannat Hossain (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kelley Huang (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Suha Hussain (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards
US Navy and Marine Corps

Junwoo Jung (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Steven Lee (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Arthur Li (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jingheng Li (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Farhan Noor (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rebecca Partap (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Vandana Patel (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Britney Phung (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Varshini Pillai (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
US Navy and Marine Corps

Alisa Rahim (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
US Navy and Marine Corps

Marlene Rahman (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
NYCSEF Third Award  

Esha Sawant (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  

NYCSEF Second Award  

Dina Uddin (Environmental & Earth Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  

Con Edison  

NYCSEF Second Award  

Lauren Ye (Computer Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  

Intel Excellence in Computer Science  

NYCSEF Third Award  

Michael Yunatanov (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Saint Francis Preparatory School  

Anthony Abicca (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Hiyuu Au (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Anmol Aulakh (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Nikki Chati (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Havilland Firoz (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Clare Iriarte (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Kayla Keenan (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  

NYCSEF Second Award  

Christina Lino (Behavioral-Neuroscience)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Daniela Mastronardi (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Patrick McArdle (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  

Frank W. and Jan J. Stahl Memorial Award for Technical Excellence  

NYCSEF Second Award  

Samantha Nierer (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Lauren Secilmis (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Gabriella Varvarigos (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  

NYCSEF Second Award  

Rachel Zhang (Behavioral-Neuroscience)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Scholars’ Academy  

Jahneal Francis (Environmental & Earth Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  

NYCSEF Second Award  

Oluwapelumi Oloyede (Environmental & Earth Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  

NYCSEF Second Award  

Townsend Harris High School  

Christina Brush (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Yaathika Challapalli (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Jessie Chen (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Annie Chu (Physics & Space Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Andrew Glus (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Catherine Grinevich (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Leah Harrigan (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

David Kozuch (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Kyle Lai (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Michelle Lee (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Lucia Lin (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Teresa Mettelia (Physics & Space Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Joosun Mun (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Leah Musheyley (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nicolas Oltean (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Lauren Rudin (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Gurpreet Sahansra (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

Sm Shariar (Environmental & Earth Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award  
NYCSEF Third Award

Pooja Suganthan (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Emily Sun (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Theint Thu Thein (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Christopher Thomas (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Neisa Yin (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Staten Island

Francis School

Jasmine Tong (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Saint Joseph By the Sea High School

Jack Adragna (Environmental & Earth Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Matthew Bavaro (Behavioral-Neuroscience)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Eva Borsuk (Behavioral-Neuroscience)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

John Buscini (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
John Curcio (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kayla Denesopolis (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Michael DiSanto (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

John Fioravante (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lynsey Hunt (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nicolas Longo (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Kyle Otten (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Nicholas Reina (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

John Sparacino (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sean Taravella (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Staten Island Technical High School

Aruni Ahilan (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Fiza Akram (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Annasimone Andrawis (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Kemal Aziz (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Phillip Batov (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Matthew Belzer (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Alexander Cernei (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Daiana Chen (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nancy DeGrezia (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Mariam Gelashvili (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jakub Goclon (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Benjamin Holko (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
NYCSEF First Award
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Timur Ibragimov (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Peter Kaplinsky (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Michael Klamkin (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
Rebecca Lee (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Yerim Lee (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Regina Lekumovich (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

ZJeffrey Li (Behavioral-Neuroscience)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Tian Lin (Physics & Space Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Iqura Naheed (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sankalp Patel (Environmental & Earth Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Vincent Peetz (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tharushi Perera (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
US Navy and Marine Corps

Zarya Shaikh (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

David Spielman (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Eric Stein (Behavioral-Sociology & Psychology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yeji Lee (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award